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Abstract: Each real system and its surrounding can be synthetic described by two 
values: positive potential and negative potential. The first one expresses system 
ability to task realization and the second one shows sum of conditions which 
system has to realize. Defining order relations (bigger, smaller) between those 
potentials, the system reliability can be universally defined. But defining order 
relations with parameters of system activity “consequences”, the risk can be 
defined. This is one of safety potential conception version postulated once by 
author. In the lecture are presented assumptions of new logic and probabilistic 
model of reliability and risk, basing on this idea.   
 
Keywords: safety potential conception, reliability, risk 
 
Streszczenie: Każdy system rzeczywisty i jego otoczenie można opisać syntetycznie 
poprzez dwie wielkości: potencjał pozytywny i potencjał negatywny. Pierwszy 
wyraża zdolności systemu do realizacji zadania, a drugi wyraża sumę wymagań, 
którym system musi sprostać. Definiując relacje porządku (większy, mniejszy) 
pomiędzy tymi potencjałami można uniwersalnie definiować niezawodność 
systemu. Z kolei definiując relacje porządku łącznie z parametrem wyrażającym 
„konsekwencje” działania systemu - można definiować ryzyko. To jeden z 
wariantów potencjałowej koncepcji bezpieczeństwa postulowanej kiedyś przez 
autora. W referacie przedstawiono założenia  nowego logiczno-probabilistycznego 
modelu niezawodności i ryzyka bazującego na tej idei.  
 
Słowa kluczowe: potencjałowa teoria bezpieczeństwa, ryzyko, niezawodność 
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1. Introduction 
 

Activities systems realize their tasks in forced conditions or random limits. There 
are four kinds of system effects: 

1. success – task realization in defined conditions and fixed time; 
2. 1st kind failure – no realization the task; 
3. 2nd kind failure – no realization the task in part; 
4. 3rd kind failure - no realization the task and loss. 

System reliability is a characteristic related with 1, 2, 3 effects – however risk is 
related with effect 4, so 3rd kind failure. So risk is a possibility of no realization task 
with simultaneous loss in the system, cooperated systems or their surroundings.  
Both successes and failures in the system depend on two potentials (in Latin 
potentia – possibility; force): 

1. positive potential – which is a synonym of summary system ability to task 
realization; 

2. negative potential – which is a synonym of demands sum, which system has 
to cope. 

Positive potential of system expresses system sensibility on destructive action of 
internal (itself) and external disturbances. Sum of those disturbances in system can 
be represented by negative potential. Defining order relations (bigger, smaller) 
between potentials of system and introducing idea of “loss in system” – in new 
way can be interpreted risk and reliability. In short in that way presents idea of so 
called potential safety conception elaborated by author several years ago.  
In the lecture is used the conception and is presented totally new idea of logical and 
probabilistic interpretation of reliability and risk. 

 

2. System safety potential  
 

According to potential safety theory each real object can be described by “safety 
potential” (in other words: safety reserve) which is a resultant (algebraic total) of 
two potentials [1], [2], [3]: 
P+ – positive potential of object – determine system ability to oppose all 
disturbances in purpose realization; its synonym is disturbances resistance so 
ability to avoiding disturbances by analyzed system;    
P- – negative potential of object – determine system requirements during purpose 
realization; its synonym is aggressive, destructive and conflictive factors of 
surrounding influence on system. 
Such described “safety potential” is more general than its physical interpretation – 
where potential is a value of area point which has a dimension of energy or work to 
purpose realization. Examples of P+, P-  potentials are shown in Table. 1.  
Of course P+, P- potentials can be ascribed each real object On O; where O = 
{On, n = 1, 2, … , N} is a set of any objects. Negative potential P-(Oi) of object Oi 
characterizes this object as a source of danger, while positive potential P+(Oj) 
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characterizes this object as an endangered object. In principle every real object has 
both characteristics at the same time.   

 

Table 1. Examples of potentials P+, P- 
 

Object P+ P- 
building building stability seismic energy 

ship on the sea ship stability storm power 
company assets liabilities 

Source: self study 
 

3. Reliability and risk in potential safety  
 

Let us define by {P+} = {0, P+max}, set of potential P+ value, where P+max is a 
maximum value for P+. Similar let us define by {P-} = {0, P-max}, set of 
potential P- value, where P-max is a maximum value for P-. Let us define by 
{C} = {0, Cmax} set of consequences parameter C value, here Cmax is a 
maximum consequences. Next let us define two Cartesian products:   

1:  {P+} x {P-};    
                            2:  {C} x {P+} x {P-} ≡ C x ({P+} x{P-})                        (1) 
Above Cartesian products are (from definition) sets of progressions: 

1. 2-elements {( P+max , P-max );  P+max{P+}  and P-max{P-}}. 
2. 3-elements (c, P+max, P-max); where: c{C}; P+max{P+}; P-max{P-}.Values 

P+max, P-max, Cmax determine in Cartesian coordinates system P-, P+, C 
„cuboid of reliability and risk”. On the figure 1 are show five points of 
the cuboid:   
1: point of half-space [(P+ < P-) ˄ C],  that is „risk point” of first type; 
2: point of half-surface P- ˄ C,  that is „risk point” of second type; 
3: point of half-surface P+ ˄ C,  that is „risk point” of third type; 
4: point of half-surface P+ ≥ P-, that is „point of reliability” (supply P+); 
5: point of half-surface P+ < P-, that is „point of unreliability” 

(deficiency P+). 
                                                                                   P- 
                                                                                          

    P- max               
                    

                                                                                              • 5                                                                                               
                                                                                     
                                                                             

                               2  •        •1              • 4                         P+ 
                                                                                                                                                             
                                                                                                                       P+max           
                                                                                       • 3 
                                                                Cmax 
                                                 

                                 C 
 

Fig. 1 Picture of risk and reliability in coordinates system P+,P-,C, (self study) 
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4. Reliability and risk: cause and effect relationships and logical 
connections   

 

On Cartesian products (1) can be defined different mathematics relations, 
but three of them are especially interested us – because we use them to 
defining reliability and risk. We suppose that reliability is connected with 
pair of potentials P+ and P-, while risk – with three: P+, P-, C. 
Let us determine three mathematics relations on Cartesian products (1). 
 

A. Reliability as a relation of most potentials: ρRE   {P+} x { P-}. 
Formally it is a subset of Cartesian product sets {P+}, {P-}; we defining it as 
a relation of most potentials ρRE ≡ P+ ≥ P-. That inequality determines 
„reliability stock”  P+ - P- ≥ 0, so defines „object reliability in potential 
grasp”; inequality (2) describes object ability (potency) to task realization:  
 

                                               ρRE  ≡ (P+ ≥ P-)                                              (2) 
 

Each correct mathematics measure of the relation is a measure of object 
reliability – in grasp „success mission rate”. Using for example probability 
measurement Prob – we get recording of normative reliability definition of 
RE object:    
 

                                          RE = Prob (P+ ≥ P-)                                           (3) 
 

B. Risk as a relation of material implication: „unreliability, it is a 
consequence”. 

Relation ρRI    {C x (P+ x P-)} is determined on Cartesian product of sets 
{C}, {P+}, {P-}; in logical sense we define it as a material implication: 
 

                         ρRI  ≡ [(P+ < P-) C] ≡ [(P+ < P-)C]                         (4) 
 

Comment: essential in relation (4) is a statement: what is a relation between 
real cause-and-effect relationship and condition relation defined by 
implication?   
1. logical connection: “sufficient  essential”. Relation (4) is an easy 

implication (extensive), so: if the following fact happen: P+ < P- 
automatically happen the fact: C, so then fact P+ < P- is an essential 
condition above mentioned latest event, that is consequences C. Let us 
see that when does not occur consequent C of implication we can 
conclude that the event does not happen which is sufficient 
condition:  [(P+ < P-)   C] (opposing implication).  

2. logical connection: “essential   sufficient”. Sometimes happens that 
fact P+ < P- does not cause automatic fact C, but fact P+ < P- is an 
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essential condition EC (WK) (condition sine qua non) of fact C. If 
fact (P+ < P-) does not happen, fact C also will not happen:  [(P+ < P-

) C (against implication). We can write it down as: [(P+ < P-) 
 C] (opposite implication, that is intensive implication). Let us see 
here that essential condition (P+ < P-) coming before C event is a 
consequent of implication. 

3. third possibility is then, when fact (P+ < P-) is “an essential condition and 
sufficient” ECS (WKW) of fact C. The sufficient and essential condition 
is then when event (P+ < P-) causes happening C event, and happening 
C event had to be caused by occurring (P+ < P-) event. In logical record it 
is of course: [(P+ < P-)   C] . 

As it is come out from comment we can talk about three cause-and-effect 
interpretation of risk relations: 
1. deficiency of positive potential (unreliability state) as a WW 

consequence: [(P+ < P-)  C] 
2 deficiency of positive potential (unreliability state) as a WK consequence: 

[(P+ < P-)  C]  
3. deficiency of positive potential (unreliability state) as a WKW 

consequence: [(P+ < P-)   C]. 
So formula (4), this is a record of condition risk aspect, where C 
consequence parameter is basic. While from the fact that in system is C 
consequence -  does not follow that there is loss in system. So it has not to 
be real implication: „unreliability of object” - is „loss”. That is why there is 
no idea how to make formula (4) useful; it would be need definition of 
„loss”. Meanwhile formula (4) resists a proposition of new record of 
measure „consequences risk”.  
Inequality P+ < P- is a general record of object unreliability. While relation 
(4) defines risk in potential grasp. Risk measure RI is a possibility of:  

 

                    RI = Prob[(P+ < P-) C] = Prob[(P+ < P-)C]                   (5) 
  

Formula (5) describes risk that reducing of system „effectiveness” can (but 
not has to) causes „loss risk” in that system. Concrete example here would 
be flight of passenger plane after breaking down one of three engines. 
Consequences C is less effectiveness and emergency way of task realization 
(flight). Task is realized as an effect of projecting parameter redundancy of 
plane driving system: to flight realization is sufficient at least “1 from 3” 
plane engines. This redundancy is a “factor” of plane potential P+. Fact of 
appearing next disturbances (that is potential P- increase) can provides to 
negative potentials P+ and  P- plane balance, by what according to formula 
(5) will increase consequences risk, or: consequence modifies to loss.  
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Attention: in studies of next risk models should be thought another risk 
relation definitions by replacing implication logical conjunctions as: 
disjunction (p „or” q), separable alternative (p „or” q). 
 

C. Risk as a relation of conjunction of object unreliability and 
consequences  

 

It is relation ρRI˄   {C x (P+ x P-)} defined on Cartesian product of sets 
{C}, {P+}, {P-} – what is logical conjunction. This risk relation does not 
require condition type: „object unreliability” - is „consequence”. Here are 
the same states: „object unreliability” and „consequence”: 

 

                                           ρRI˄ ≡ (P+ < P-) ˄ C                                           (6) 
 

Risk measurement RI defined by relation (6) also can be possibility: 
    

                                      RI =  Prob[(P+ < P-) ˄ C]                                      (7) 
 

Formula (7) is than multiplicative form: 
 

                                        RI = Prob(P+ < P-) x C                                         (8) 
 

If in analyzed system of positive potential P+ is (i = 1, … , n) independent 
sources of risk and each of them can be ascribed fragmentary potential P-

i, 
and partial consequences C,i, have different meanings w, then risk RI is a 
superposition of partial risks Ri: 

 

RI = 


n

i 1
Prob(P+ < P-)i x Ci

w, w=1 ; 


n

i 1
P-

i = P- ; for  P+ > 0     (9) 

Formula (8) reminds known, but ambiguous formula:  
 

                                             RI = Prob x C                                               (10) 
 

Ambiguity (10) follows from, that Prob is interpreting freely – most often as 
„danger possibility” (for realization one of „danger scenario” Sc). But what 
exactly does it mean? While formula (8), this is  a record of risk measure as 
a product of „object unreliability” and C consequence,  and what is 
important – „unreliability” is here widely meant, because in category of 
relations P+ < P-. And about what “unreliability” is all about? Here 
unreliability is just “lack of success”, in different way failure of task 
realization. Such interpretation allows to using formula (8) everywhere 
where can be defined and „measured” potentials P+ and P-. So not only in a 
case of technical objects but also another. This approach can be used in 
analyses of economic risk, if getting potentials P+ and P-, as econometric 
actives and liabilities essential for tasks realized by company, branch, etc.  
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Building (4) from (6) risk relation can be written as a logical form: 
 

                         ρRI ≡ [(P+ < P-) C] ˅ [(P+ < P-) ˄ C]                           (11) 
 

Risk measure would have the form: 
 

                    RI =  Prob{[(P+ < P-) C] ˅ [(P+ < P-) ˄ C]}                     (12) 
Using traditional notation object unreliability could be written down as: 
 

      (P+, P-)RE  ≡ (P+ ≥ P-)  or synonymously: P+ RE P- ≡ (P+ ≥ P-)      (13)    
 

Formula (13) is the following: potentials P+, P- define unreliability relation 
RE in system if and only if when the stock of reliability system is positive.  
Similar risk relation (4) can be written down: 

 

{C x (P+ x P-)} RI ≡ [(P+ < P-) C]  
                 or synonymously C RI (P+ x P-) ≡ [(P+ < P-) C]                 (14) 

 

Formula (14) is following: risk relation RI happens when negative reliability 
system stock implies consequences. In relation to definition (11) we would 
have the following interpretation: risk relation RI happens in system when 
simultaneously will be negative stock of system reliability and 
consequences. In both cases is all about „consequences risk” C. Let us see 
that „consequence” does not mean „loss”. If it would be then we of course 
talk about „losses risk”, that is we formulate problem of system safety. But 
system activity can bring also positive consequences (profits, advantages) – 
then we talk about risk in other sense.  
In potential risk model we can give up using negative potential P-, if the 
value P+ekw is defined, that is equivalent of positive potential which is 
sufficient to level negative potential P- of system. Then the basic issue is to 
know: how much is it P+ekw in concrete analyzed case. Then formulas (2) 
and (3) are following: 

 

                                        ρRE ≡ (P+ - P+ekw ≥ 0)                                         (15)    
 

                                    RE = Prob (P+ - P+ekw ≥ 0)                                     (16)    
 

While (11) and (12) would be following: 
 

             ρRI ≡ [(P+ - P+ekw < 0)   C] ˅ [(P+ - P+ekw < 0)    ˄ C]             (17) 
        RI =  Prob{[(P+ - P+ekw < 0)   C] ˅ [(P+ - P+ekw < 0)  ˄ C]}         (18) 

 

For calculating reliability and risk according above formulas would be 
essential knowledge of probability distribution P+.   
Reliability and risk – that is two object profiles, but in potential model can 
be found easy algebraic relationship, which is almost obvious: 
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                                           RI = (1 – RE) x C                                            (19) 
 

Formula (19) follows from formula (8) and probability properties of 
opposite events. From formula (19) follows of course: 
RI → 0, when RE → 1; bigger reliability , that is smaller risk by any C; 
RI → C, when RE → 0; smaller reliability, that is bigger risk by any C.  
Sense of this record is following: „zero reliability”, that is certainty of 
consequence C, that is risk „becomes a consequence”,  figure 2; if C would 
be undesirable consequence – loss, then of course risk becomes a loss. Let 
us give an example of such risk interpretation: when we define dimension of 
consequence C in range [0, 1], that is  [0, 100%], then for C = 1 it follows 
from formula (8), that RI = Prob(P+ < P-). So „risk of consequences is 
equivalent with system unreliability” -  this is a case, when event for sure 
induce consequence C and this is matter of time. An example would be here 
dead risk because of incurable disease.   
 

                            RI 
 
                            C 
                                         

 
 
 
 

 
                            0                                                                 1        RE 

Fig. 2  Illustration of relations between reliability and risk 
 
 

5. Reliability and risk as multidimensional probability distribution of 
potentials P+, P- 

 

From definitions shown in formulas (3), (5), (7) comes out that next step of 
modeling would be introduction multidimensional probability distributions. 
For reliability analyses should be determined 2-dimensionals potentials 
distributions (P+,P-), and come out from them conditional distributions 
(P+/P-), (P-/P+), which describe potentials relationship (conditioning) of 
analyzed system and its surrounding. Then distribution (P+/P-), it is for 
example – probability distribution of system ability to „defense” by known 
dangers. Distribution (P-/P+),  is for example – disturbances distribution 
comes out from close system surrounding by known defense potential of the 
system.  
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To compare potentials P+, P- it would be necessary the same measure range 
e.g. monetary range, and the interpretation could be introduced: P+ ≡ profit 
and P- ≡ loss. That is profit in the system would be proportional to potential 
value P+, and loss proportional to potential value P-.   
However for risk analyzes should be determined 3-dimensionals distribution 
of random vectors (P+,P-,C). Determining conditional probability 
distributions (C/P+,P-), (C/P+), (C/P-) would be very useful for analyses 
correlation between parameters P+, P-, C of analyzed system. In the case if 
easier would be determining negative potential P-, it seems to be reasonable 
conditional distribution (C/ P-). 
Information about distributions (P+, P-), (P+,P-,C) would be enclosed in 
cumulative functions of that distributions: 
 

                           FP+, P-( P+, P-) = Prob(P+ < P+, P- < P-)                           (20) 
 

                 FP+,P-,C ( P+, P-, C) = Prob(P+ < P+, P- < P-, C < C)                  (21) 
 

Where: P+, P-, C – values of random variables P+, P-, C. 
 

For illustration let us present an example of function record of probabilities 
distributions in case if distribution  (P+, P-) of system potentials would be 
step distribution: 
   probij=Prob(P+ = p+

i,P- = p-
j) ; i,j=1, …, n ; pij >0 and  1

i j
ijp    (22) 

And here the example of such record: analyzing reliability and risk of 
supply chain – decomposed it for n = 4 subsystems (logistics chain). Further 
analyze would show that logistics chains numbered 1, 3, are „bottlenecks” 
of this logistic system; in extreme case these are subsystems of zero positive 
potentials P+. It means that with possibility equals one values of defense 
potentials of that subsystems are equal zero: p+

1 = p+
3 = 0. And logistics chains 

2, 4 do not fall under any external and internal disturbances; it means that 
with possibility equal one values of negative potentials are zero:  p-

2 = p-
4 = 0. 

It does not mean that there is: prob11 = prob22 = … = prob44 = 1. Two-dimensional 
distribution (P+, P-) is following: 

 
        p+

i 
p-

j      
 

p+
1 = 0 

 
p+

2 > 0 
 

p+
3 = 0 

 
p+

4 > 0 
p-

1 > 0 prob11 prob12 prob 13 prob 14 

p-
2 = 0 prob21 prob22 prob 23 prob 24 

p-
3 > 0 prob31 prob 32 prob33 prob 34 

p-
4 = 0 prob41 prob 42 prob 43 prob44 
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Distribuant function for distribution  (P+, P-) would be defined by formula: 
        F(p+

i , p-
j )= Prob(P+< p+

i, P-< p-
j ) = 

ji
ijprob

,
= 1,    

where:    probij = prob(P+= p+
i, P-= p-

j)                                (23)                      
 

With analyses which consider also time, the necessary would be using 
models of stochastic processes {P+,P-}t, t≥0 and { P+, P-,C}t, t≥0.  

 

6. Problems of potentials P+ and P- setting in system  
 

The basic and difficult problem is  „measurement” of potentials P+ and P- 
for analyzed system. If using monetary measurement the potential P+ would 
present then total costs (now and here) of system „defense potential” and it 
could be estimated as costs „built” in system of safety techniques (safety 
and security). While potential P- would express summary costs of 
prevention and defense against all potential risk factors coming out from the 
system and its surround.    
To determine potentials P+ and P- of organization structures the SWOT 
analyze can be – as it seems – used, which depends on research of strengths 
and weaknesses of analyzed system (object, project) with at the same time 
analyze of opportunities and threats in system (project realization). It seems 
to be close of „searching” potentials  P+ and P- in systems. 
For quantitative description of potentials P+ and P- of concrete system 
helpful would be also indicators which determine efficiency of system. They 
would also describe system in aspects: time, space, process, techniques, 
organization, economic.   
If we presuppose (what seems to be right for most cases) that potential P+ of 
system is decreasing with time, then arise issue of describing the potential 
exhausting. In other words: this is a statement of system ability decreasing 
to tasks realization. Mathematical record of that can be generalization of 
accumulative risk function Λ(t), which for example in reliability theory 
describes stock exhausting of possibilities to realize task by system in time 
range [0,t].  
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